
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Guests,
Dear Friends,

More than 30 years have passed since the establishment of TC.6. The GA of IFIP in 1972
decided to create this committee under the name Data Communication. One might
consider that its beginning of life started during its first meeting in Munich-Germany in
April 1973. 30 years have passed since I was appointed as the Bulgarian representative in
TC.6. Time passed by quickly, almost without noticing it. For that period of time 59
meetings of TC.6 (including this) were held in various countries. In some of them 4 or
even more meetings were held.

37 countries and 3 organizations are formally in the TC.6 list at present out of which 31
actively participate. TC.6 activities comprises of strategy development for Computer
network scientific guidelines, organizing of conferences and workshops, creation of
workgroups and defining their scope and research directions, paper publication from
scientific forums and their achievement, preparation of a number of documents, etc.

TC.6 is one of the most active committees in IFIP, not only in number of events but also
in number of titles of publications and the biggest income for IFIP. For those reasons, one
can consider that it has its proper place in the structure of IFIP. Its long-term activities
have also an emotional side.

For all this the TC.6 chairmen involved will present their steps for the forming,
organization and leading by them committee in a moment.

I have remembered the TC.6 meeting in Sofia when it was held for the first time in
Bulgaria. The meeting took place at the 3 star hotels “Kedar” – a guesthouse of the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. All representatives from about 12 countries were taken
from the airport to the hotel where in one of the hotel conference halls the meeting took
place. During the month of May, the weather in Sofia is usually warm and there is no
central heating.  Unfortunately, the bad luck was with us and the first night was a frosty
one with no heating in the hotel.  Double blankets were provided but this was insufficient
and everybody was shivering during the breakfast.  Then I asked a cognac to be served
with the tea during breakfast. Louis Pouzin and Andre Danthine openly declared that they
have never had cognac in the morning. Noticing that others did so, they tried as well and
soon the number of opened bottles increased – just like the mood of the participants.
After that the meeting went smoothly, decisions were taken effectively and fast.  I can’t
avoid mentioning the Norwegian representative Mr. Willy Jensen, who used to have
coffee in addition to the cognac all the time – one thermos all day.  During the evening
there was an argument in addition to the good wine, during which Andre was proving that
the hardware solutions of IBM for mainframes are not good.  He claimed that there are
other companies, offering better and more effective ideas but the economical power of
IBM leads to a market domination.  The discussion crossed the boundaries of an ordinary
argument and at the end of the evening, the participants argued with each other while the
noise was as if attending a meeting of heavy drinkers.  The next day the manager of the



hotel asked me: “Prof. Boyanov, are these people really scientists and company
representatives. We have not seen such drinking since last year when the telephone
exchange was put into position. The suppliers got so drunk that several vases were
broken at the end of the dinner. These, at least did not break anything”.

I have remembered several sayings from some colleagues and I would like to refer to
some of them:

A saying by Louis: “A cognac on breakfast is not the worst thing at all”
A famous saying by Andre: “Those living under socialism are also people”
Ron: “Before reading the book, read the content”
Another one by Otto: “It is not easy to sleep next to a person, who snores from time to
time”
One made by Augusto: “Drinks come at the end of a meeting”
Olli: “We came to the bar to drink beer, not to talk”
Farouk: “Slide on the sand on your bottom – the worse that may happen is some of it to
get inside”.

It is not possible to forget the numerous meetings at a glass of beer or wine in the late
hours in remote pubs. Each meeting was a spiritual event for everybody.

At the end, I would like to mention an unforgettable meeting here – in Lisbon, many
years ago.  It was the first meeting in Portugal and during it; we had a particularly heated
discussion about “Network Management” and financial aspects of it.

The traditions embedded in TC.6 from the beginning and kept up to present due to
everybody who worked there, makes it unique. I believe that TC.6 will continue to be the
flagman of IFIP and will keep the momentum.

I would like to express my warmest thanks to our Portugal colleagues and the team of
Prof. Augusto Casaca for the excellent organization and the opportunities presented for
carrying out the meeting on this occasion.

Prof. Kiril Boyanov


